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Childrin's Literature in the Service of International:,
/

/. Understanding. and PeaCefuLLI=tratial

/

.Tehran 15-21 May 1975

Can children's literature bring peace?

ANNE PELLOWSKI (U.S.A.)

Before an international group can-talk aboui which children's

boOks proMotepeace and understanding and how they do it,,one must have
.

.

,.

..some generalenO.1ral acceptance as to what is meant by, the term !peace. Using the
I .

r *' ,. .

g
..

widest rane.of dictio, nary definitions, one, could say that peace is the

absence/of mental or physical cOnflict.andthe presence of harmony amongl

!

and toljerance for, other ideas and other persons. Generally, it is
6--

believed,that an active search'for th conditions of harmony and.tole- '

Vance /will result, in the abSence, or at feast the leSsening, of mental

or physical conflict. A few persons would say that it is sufficient to

insiSt on the absence of conflict, and the presence of.harmeny will then

I P

.necessarily folloW. In any case, tiarMony and toleranCe for others are not

/ -

easy to_achieve at the family level, the group level, the state or nation

-Do- we think it possible -to teach Children some basic methods for

achieving harMony and tolerance? Must such teaching be done chiefly by

/direct adult example and by Opportunity for children to experience har-(

!many and tolerance in "their environments or can it also be done hrouch.

4
abstract examples experienced second -hand bychildren,' throuoh,bo,!ks,

films and television?

To answer this, I think we.must' first try to discover how the
t

child acguireS his sense of moral 'judgement. It will be this sense' tha

cltermines whether thechild perceives something as "good" .pr "bad ", and,
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utlimioly, it will dicate to the child to get in harmony o.r irl con-

flict with the world and the people in it.

Working from theories Of Paget, Dewey and other educators and

psychologists, Lawrence Kohlberg has evolved a theory of thes...development-
0 . ,

of moral jUdgement that has three general levels,,with two stags tc

each level,. Stated briefly, they ard,:

LeVel

er

, Stage

1Pre7cenventional:

"Good" or "brad" are

defined only in\terms of

physidal cOnseqUenCe.

,4

Characterized by unquesticyning deference to
4.

superior physicCal power; good is defined as_being

the avoidance of ''bad" acts.

Stage 2 Right action consists of that which .atisfieS.
.

ones 'wn needs-, and only occasionally the

needs of others; faiiness, eqUality and recip-
C

rocity are present only pragmatially, as they

affect One's ownpart in any action.

Level 2

Conventional

There \iS -active support

for the fixed rules or

authority of any 'society.

4
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Pleasing others and gaining approvAl. pre-,.

-

cedved as the "good," moral thing to ao. There tis

conformitSc.to the majority behavior and that

hehavior.will sometimes b ,judged by the

tention of the doer rath ,than by the, outcome.
, r n

N :

Stage 4 - The highest good is doing one"s-Abty, showing

respect for authority and maintaining the

prevalent social, order. .

O

-1,eVer

Post Conventonal

/
Development of autonomous

moral principles with their

/-
own validity apart from.
established authority.

Stage 5 - Right.action is defined interms of individual.

rights but critically agreed .Upon by the whole

society; awareness of relativism of personal
, --

values-creates- an 'emphpsis. upon proce'dUral

rules for reaching idonsensus; stress is on i

I

legal, Poirlt of view but with possibility of!

r tStage 6-- flight is.based on principles that appeal p. .

.../-

,logical comprehensivenesS,universality,

laws.

consistency; principles a're abstra6t and
M
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ethical and include justice, the reciprocity

and equality of human rights and respect fro

individuals.

'Kohlberg and_his associates have tested out thiS model on latge

numbers of children and adults in quite a number of societies,. ranging

from highly industralized to completely rural or nomadic. While there

,was a vide range of different ages for reaching the various stages (and

then sometimes reverting back to an earlier.st-age) there appearedto be

the same type"of,progressiOn in all secieties. In other words, most

persons passed through each of the stages in the order given above,

however brief.the time for remaining in any givenstage..Most,persons.
,

perceived-the 'rtrest'r type of moral persons as those in the stage. coming
0

immediately after the .one they were in. In general, there were more

',,-1,3-year-olds in Stage three than in any other stage.

The above gives onWthe briefest summary of'spMe very wide-
.

ranging ebsearch.. There are, of course, many questions raised by certain

aspects of the stages. For puiboses of this discussion, let us accept

as generally valid the statement that by age thirteen the majority. of

childten (more than 50%) are in.stagethree and have passed through

stages one and two ddring earlier years. This allows for a large group

of exceptions.

Let us also, for the sake of discussion, accept as valid the
,

premise that most of these children will peredive "goodness" "the be5-C!

as those principles stated in Stage 4, i.e., the highest good is doing

one's duty, showing respect 'for authority and maintaining the prevalent
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social order. Stage .5 and'6, then, are almost without meaning for the
a

person.in Stage 13 - indeed, thatperson might perceive someone operatiny

in Stage 6 as "bad" or "not good."

Carryirfg these stages over into children's literatUre, one'would

then have to conclude that the most effeCtive stories for most' children

under thirteen (always making some exceptions) are with characters,
Q

whose actions are clearly defined as "good" or "bad" within the eons,-

traints of-Stage 1.through 4. If the stories have characters who op6rate

by the principles of. Stage 5 or 6, these principles will not be evident

to most children under 13. ley might -like the story for the sake of, its-.

,

narrative.power and action, but they will not perceive the characters

4.

"good" "bad"- in the same way they would dp so for- Stage 1 through.

Because I have had 'extensive experience in reading and telling

Stories to large numbers of children (in groups of all types and size:)

I thought \it would be'interesting to attempt an after-thefact appraisal

of the'books and stories I have used most frequently, to see if the

actions of the characters fall into the stages that roughly match the

age's and stages of the children I had dealt with. It must
,
be stated et

o
:

the outset that while I.hale Carefully kep-Ofre"eii-rds of:the books and

Stories I have used and the /age and numbers of children present, this

is not a scientifically structured experiment, beCause it relies en-

tirely on my-memory to recall. the resPonsesof the children. Usually;

my goals in reading or telling stories to children were

To entertain
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/
,inspire with a certain emotion or feeling

To inform about a special event or -explain

an idea

T4 tell about the past esPeCially as it rela-ts

to the present

/-'

To anticipate the future

. To give children an opportunity to participate
0

in a.group listening experience.

In the past y-ear.a I hairs Te4 anoth.ar specific goal::

To directly point out the likeness and dif-

ferences in children everywhere. and/to

create a tolerance for

ambiguity and for other points of view.

Some of the hookssI have used over andover again are listed in.

,the bibliography' at the end, but there are others not included beCause

they are not relatedjo the subject of peace. For the youngest children

under age six, this would include such favorites as the Madeline hooks Of

Ludwig Bemelmans, Harry the Dirty Dag /by Margaret Boly, (and its sequels),

the. Curious George books of H. A. Rey, Thestorait,Pin by Marjorie

- .

FlAck and the many picture books of Leslie Brooke, Marieliall Ets, Don
.

rreeman, Wanda Gag, Paul Galdone, Ezra Jack Keats, and Mahrice Sendak.

Analyzing these books in the ight of Kohlberes theory, I'fbund

that most of them fell into Stage 'That is, their central charattnrS
A

might have been "naughty" or "bad" in the earlier parts of the story,

but they endedup with.OonforMity the majority behavior and aimed at
/
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-..apprOval, by pleasing others. A number pf them were at Stageol ot 2, and

a few were alsbOat Stage 4. But.I could find no ready emple of picturp.
.

. ,
books that I had used extensively.with young ehildren4 0,1-1 which the

central theme or messagepf the story could be said to fall primarily

into Stage 5 and 6. My conclusion is that in the area of picture books
_

for the young child (a field in Which the U.S. has. a particularly rich

children's Literature) there has been a symbiotic relationship between
%

author/artist andusers'of the books, so that the most,popularand las-
-

ting books and those most aesthetically and Morally, satisfyinmto young.,
-4.

children, have indeed reflected the moral stage at which these children:.

are, for the most part.

Of course, it must. be stated immediately that ther are categoriet

(:)1' children's books that teach numbers, the alphabet, color and shafje

concepts, etc., and do so without the framework of a story, so there are
.

r /

.few moral values present. There is also the category of nbneense rhyme's,

so popular with the young child, in/which all values are 'suspended. Any

person 'working with young children soon realizes that one must have a

generous mix of all type's, in,order te satisfy the wide range in-

'ferests in any giVen .grouP of c ildr en under six. The author or artist

'whe wishes to produce a's(bory vithia moral of peace and harmony f6r

age group, would dowell, to sttdy the models that have woriCed

sfullyllin other countries and would do well also to spend time observing,

children as they -.respond to sto.ries an,d pictures.
.

.With the age group',between'six'and nine, I have generally used

picture 43ooks with a more extended.text, and some ttories. told Orally.'

9



unaccompanied bY pictureg. At this age, I have found-lhat folk and fairy

:tales,,myths And legends and stories with unusual backgrounds aremore

likely,to excite interest when told oraily. Some often -used titles are

the fairy-tale:picture books of the Swiss illustrater'Felix Hoffman

those of Marcia Brown, the Little Tim book by the British writer-H.-7

'Iustrater Edward Ardizone, thr. Happy-Lion series by Louise Fatio and.

-Roger DuvorSin, Buttons by Tom Robinson,' and the titles MentioneA in'

the 12ibliography.at the end. Since the, children in this age group are
'7 V

usually learning to rer.d, and :6eem to prefer presentday stories for

their: first reading experience. ,"I

storytelling or Picture Book Errs.

1,

avoided using this type of story for,

Here again,' it is rare for the stories to 'transcend Stage:4 of

moral development. Mere often than not,.the moral background is ac
dr.

ceptea as being entirely conventional, with large doses of Stage I (right

makes might) andStage 2 (hedonism) carrying over froth the earlier

stages of history, when they probably were the conventional morality.

About the only references te. a "higher order" are to be found in

the myths and ledenr1:z. Here, the young child is sometimes presented with

beings who lived'', to, principles-that are not explainable` in ,conventional'

t,

terms. One thinkls immediately of the legend of John Henry as well as.

t,

Some of the stories of the Old' Testament, and a few of those frem

and Buddhist sources. So, more often than net, the child probably iden-

tifies this "call to higher moral action" as a religiouS act, rather

than as a social act. I do nOt wish to get into diseussion of religious

values at this time, so we'll have to leave thi\

10
point hanging, at least 1

/
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for the m9ment.7

With

-

the'age group between nine and twelve, I have used alMost

P).
exclusively the orally-told stoiy,/ arid, of course; have observed the

reactions of many childreh who read stories on their own at this level.

In reviewing the stories I have used or recommended most frequently,

have found that,7'Without a. doubt, there are a significant number that

reflect the moral values of Stage 5 arid 6, at least in part. I cannot

say whether this merelYrellects my personal choices of moral values to

be emphasized and emulatedOor whether it came about because I selected

stories that I. knew would bp enjoyedbY%childten of this age, and by

happenstnce,lsome were'permeated'with the values of'aUtonomous moral

principles. have only to th'nk of such stories as The Seventh

',Princess" by Eleanor -arjeon ond tha Chinese tale "Two of Everything!'

as recorded'by Alice Ritchie}, to realize that they are among the stories

I have told mcist frequently to elder children and adults, and they

Most decidtdly promote a postconventional moral ,order.

Reviewioig objectively the comments of 'children in this age gresop.

about the hooks they hrT%selves were reading, I wut4d again have to

concede that the great majority net ,a1-e mike and found satisfying are
7

-

filled with conventional mo 4ity, arid often'eveh pre-conventional

4
morality, Only in the hands of such Skilled writers as White and

Laura Ingalls Wilder do Ve ha=.-e sterie. that include characters who
.

respond 'eo moral values at all six stag s,. and intimate to children

that. the best" chaacters are those who are- past conventional morali*9,

and yetdo not undei'mino ite It i.s a triYute to the talent of such

ds5r
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writers that they can bring children to an appretiation of the highest

human values, while telling an engrossing, story, There are very idia

writers, anywhere, who have, achieVed this:
t

As:I,mentitned earlier, in the past.few years I have added one
0 /

specific t(goal to the programs I have given\for Children, namely,'

, To directly point out the-likeness 'and dif-
\
\\ -

ferences in .children everywhere, and to
\

create a tolerenCe for. differenCes, f-)r.

.

Ambiguity, and- or other points of view.

/ .
I have tried out materials on some 10-;000 fzhildren in this period, and

,b.a.Ve trained a number of other librarlans and teachers to do similar.

o.

programs. Basically; the conclusions I have come to include the following:7

'1.) It is better to introduce and explain outward ftiffergnees

With children under six, because they have almost no tolerance-,f6r

abstract, inner differences. For e.xampl'e it is possible to read aloud

the picture story Shebhana, produced in India,.and they will-accept the

dress, the camel walking in the streets; the differeRt-sounding names

often With few, questions, because they, are assured b> the homely fami-

liarity of having to watch out in the streets\for traffic. This is a
1 y

lesson very familiar to them,. and everything in the book conspires to

reassure them that it may look very different, but children in India

have the same hard lessons to learn, '.shat cannot (and I firmly,bplieve

shouIdt not) be irftroduced easily is the Hindu significance of row

and at the end. The "surprise" -ending will have quite 'a different inner

meaning for the Indian child and for theJiestern child, as it should

12
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havef In my view, it would
-.

t,
n chird undtar age 6) .the ,special !14i.fioancy0/'*he co* and call%.

d

.

%

1.411ess a question, .were directly asked by one of the hhildren.

be unwise to discuss at all (with the

-4
,

During the paSt year I seleCted 2,5,picture story boos from ether

1

countries. They! were/used throughout the -year with a group of three,

four, and fiveryear-old children in a'pre-Schoolcenter in Mil:raukee.

They were interesperea,d with stories tha showed. throughly Amerian and
0 c

European situations and f ilies of all types:. They were not iktroddced.
.

their

.

ce of:originb'Almostin any, spftcial way, except t-tp identify

z,

all'of the stories. were.wel,l-liked by
4 /

thech'ildren, but the ones liked

.bses,t of all were those in Which -Ole central charaCtersdid things that

;,"

were thoroughlIr children, even though the Manner of

cling, them might have been!different, For exampe, stories hsiving'to o
c,...

si
,

with eating, g, with animalpets; with parentAl approval .;or disapproval,
. !]

.

/

. .
.

with play among friends or brothers and Sisters 4.' all of thesie situatirns
I /

',

were recognized and 'liked locy thechildren even though,the picture

(an ometimes the cocabulary) contained elements) completely unfamiliar.

I general, .1 have Tlirid these present-day stories set in other lands to.

'

be more successful -thanthe pictlire stories that'shew histcricol settings,

2.) My first recommendati n,' then, for any nation trying to
1!

,

establish, a children's literat e. is- to t- veloo the local and nationaj.
.

literature, espeAally that based on'exis ing- oral sOurces, and then lo

------

add to that, simple stories of the presen day-,4-_Set in.that country and
.,..

in other,2cdUntries, but dealing with univ rs 1 themes. IT 1 rove;.,; J-09

..,'''
. ... , ' .

costly te translate and reprint such stories, copies of the origina

1 13.
7,----1

7
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books should be imported and used with an oral translation, as is Ire--

quently4done among 'the Scandinavian countries. This limits such bOaks

to institutiOnal.ae, with groups of children, but, I am convinced' hit

some introductionintroduction the wider world at large iS necessary for all the

children in this/world,, just as spn
I (- they have-become reasonably

secure and a cured of the\dimensiens of their own world.

I° believe these early'hookS, should avoid too much of the histo7

rical aspects of stories', be3ause of the unusual perception of,time by.

the young child. Animal'\stories set in no particularera or so.0kety are

good, but in myview they should then he 16callyre-illustrated.

the children over six.bueunder nine, I remian-convinceC
. j

that the best -ihtroductians to other pecivres,and'their literature are
.7

:the folk7talps, the myths anti. the legends1 but they should molt ,he used to

the exclusion.of all-present-dayStoribs.Somehow, we are going to have

to retrain our teachers, everywhere, to become familier with a wider

Variety .of this-type of world literature. tecause it is unlikelx that
10 0

enough-parents and grandparents will ever acquire the knowledge and ex-

eeri,ence 'to introdugeit tatheir children. They are even giVing up.on:,r7

introducing their own,orallitera ur in this way, to the present Qmera-'
.

tipn of chigdren.

1 In my view, We are'dealing with humankind's most basic neeeLfcw

Communic4ing with and explapking his world, when wedeal with the folk,

tares and myths that'ha've Survived a lolig time. I can attest to the

power of (-these stories,. even fOr modern chidren. It is tnue that many o'f

them are full of violende, and nationalistic feelihg. However, I have
(14
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191

,,foUnd quite a number that deal with such basic needs 'as food, shelter,

and love, or that tli4y to explain. physical phenomena in unusual ways,

and in these cases the.more usual response is one of respect and wonder.,

d So; my recommendation is to search fdr thosefolk"taleS, myths and
.

-

rends that best.exemplify'the human person's response to- the Social,

natural and sUpernatural world as it has evolved in different parts of

the .universe, and to hone andsverfect these stories with constant

retelling and new illustrations. A few of my personal favorites are

listed in the bibliography. Accompanying the use of. these should be-a

4).

. wide variety of stories set in thd present day and dealing with the joys

and sorrows, the escapes and adventures,,the- humor a d boredom, the usual.

and unusual in the lives 'of children everywhere. llowever,' in most case:',

V
these. tories should not aim at introducing high-minded values, Rather,

.
.

they should have as their principle goals to entertain and to .satiSfy-f-

the curiosity of the young mind. The values in the stories should he

-;consistent with the conventional values of the society to which they are

being\introduced, but they should be subtly stated,F intrinsically present;

and a natural expression of the beliefs of the writer.

4.) Finally, for children over nine, I recommend the stories or

, present day,'of the historical past, of fantasy worlds and allegorical

situations that begin to intimate what might be called comic conscious-
_ g '

ness or harmonious. global understanding. The characters in,these stories .

might well be operating a-V-le conventional moral stage, bueseme

sudden action lifts them beyond their level and enables,them to show,
5

4

/ 1 r4
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or at least hint at, the universal Orinclaies_of iusticel reciordcitv

and respect for human, rights.

in the bibliography. When we will have a sufficient number of such
/

I list a few that qualify, in my view,

stories. well- written and well-iliu.strated, and when most parents and

teachers will use hem as' the models for the heroes and heroines for the

young, and when most films and television programs will use them as th

source of their story material, then, perhaps, we might achieve some

peace through 4tildren's literature.

t

16



APPENDIX

The current edition of the Encyclopedia of Associations (E.M.Hale.)

lists some 50 organizations and agencies in the U.S.' that are related to
A

peace or world order. I would like to review quickly only.those that

have nation-wide programs that directly relate to.peace education'for

children, or offer-specific advice on how to teach peace td children.

Most of them aim their\information andpublicity efforts at adhlts, but

thicloes notmean they do not wish to have children affected by their.

work.

1 Another Mother for Peace

407 N. Maple DriVe

Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210

Membership: 185,000 mothers and their children.

No fiXed publications aimed at children, but recommends Many. n

their newaletter'; urges parents'to adtively teachpeace to thei:-

Children.

-Association for Childhood Education International, ACE'

3615 Wisconsin Ave., NW

Washington, D.C. 20016

Membership approx. 50,000 educatorS, mainly interested in earl.),

childhood education.

.

Publications and programs related 'to peace educationi Children and

War, compiled by Norma 11.!Law $.35 (contains a bibliography).

3. Center for War/Peace Studies

(Mill be known as Center for Global P rspectiveS in Echication ap

of July, 1975)

218 E. 18th St.
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New York, NY .10003

No membership.

Publications and programs related to peace education: Numerous.

teaching units and short Lists.

4.) Institute fir World Order

5.)

1140 Avcuue of the i.mericas

New York, NY 10036,

No membership.

Publications and programs related to peace education: Ways and

means of teaching about world order, publi'shed servral,timps a

)rear; $2.00 annual; mailing fee

rials.,

that and other related mate-

/

Women's International League for Peace and Freedom.. ) ,

1213 Race St.e.:

Philadelphia, PA 19107

Membershifi; not knnwn.

Publishtions- nd-programs related to peace education:,

Building Bl.)cka or Peace (Pre- School & Kindergarten) $2.00.

Peace Is In Our lip,.nds (Grades '1-6, ages 6.-11) $5.00.

Learning Peace (Gra-des 7-12, ages.12-17) $3.0
.=

Each resource unit ras comPiled by teachers Who had tried, out.

the methods and. matdrials.

With the acne Addams Peace Foundation they jointlysPonsOr
C.

the Jahe AcisM.5 Pe(1C Award.

All of thcJ7e above recommend. any good children's books and other
,

materials on the=shject of peace, when they find out akcut theq.

1k3



In additthon, there are quite a number of agencies and/organizatit>ns that
b

promote education for global. understanding. These groups have a slightLy

different apprOacho Generally, they take the position that'sys: *ome of
.

-
the conditions of peace are that peoples_ must have empathy for othev,5:

that we realize that"the earth is an interlocking system of resau.irces

Which must be start d equally; that we recognize the many degrees cf

interdependency that nations and peoples already hav,e in re],atifod to

each pther. Before we can teach about peace, then, we .must show clearly

how to achieve empathy for others, gnd how global interdependdn 4.torksA

in some cases. Some of the special education programs that.c.itim to

this are:.

1.) African-American Institute

School Services Program

833 United Nations Plaza

New York:, NY/ 100A7

2) SOciety

Education Program

'112 E. 64th St..,

New York, NY 10021

3.) v National Education Association

.'International EdUcation Department

1270 Avenue of Americas

New York, NY 10020

40 :National Council for the Social Studies

1201 16th St. NW

Washington, D.V. 20036



,.

5.) Social Sciences Education Consortium, Inc.

855 Broadway

Boulder, Colorado 80302

6.) U.S. Committee for UNICEF
.0,

'Schhol. Services Department antl the Information

Center on Children's Cultures,
0

331 E8t,38th St..

New York,New York 10016

7.) U.S. CmmiS'sion.for UNESCO

Associated Schools project

Dept. of State

Washin6t.m, D.C.
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